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Exterior cladding is an essential part of the household as it serves as a durable weatherproof device
and adds style around the houseâ€™s edges. There are a lot of exterior cladding materials in the market
today, and one of the most popular household siding is the fiber cement. The fiber cement siding is
considered to be the most flexible amongst all others as it can mimic any form of exterior cladding â€“
from shingles and clapboards to wood sidings.

The fiber cement siding is composed of sand, cellulose, silica, cement and additive materials which
are then mixed and to form a durable composite material. Some people prefer fiber cement cladding
as itâ€™s cost-efficient and can cater any form of texture, style, and color. Not only is it efficient in
making the exterior faÃ§ade of a household or establishment unsoiled, it also is a good substitute for
wooden fascias and barge boards.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau statistics, the acquisition of fiber cement surged from 8
percent to in 2010 to 16 percent in 2011. It seems that Americans are starting to recognize the
benefits of having fiber cement cladding installed in their homes. Here are the some of the
advantages a fiber cement cladding can give you:

Durability

Exterior claddings made of metal or wood are susceptible to termites and rot, while a fiber cement
siding can resist any form of damage caused by the weather and harmful elements. Fiber cement
cladding installed by a roofing Woodstock GA specialist will only require you minimal maintenance,
since itâ€™s made from a dense yet flexible fiber.

Fire Resistance

Fiber cement cladding is made of non-combustible materials â€“ that is why some residential houses
living in tropical countries opt to have fiber cement as exterior cladding for their houses.
Furthermore, fiber cement can be coated with special fire-resistant compounds by a Woodstock
painting specialist for added security.

Toughness

Since fiber cement cladding is made up of dense compounds, itâ€™s impervious to any form of harsh
weather such as rain, heat, and snow. Moreover, it doesnâ€™t bend out of shape and is fade-resistant.

Intense Color Grip

Having a Woodstock roofing specialist install fiber cement cladding in your home will assure you
that the materials used for the siding will last for 15 years or more. Moreover, fiber cement cladding
has the ability to maintain the freshness of its paint for decades, thus always preserving your
houseâ€™s mint condition. Visit realtytimes.com/rtpages/20020122_cement.htm for more information
about the benefits of fiber cement cladding.
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For more details, search a roofing Woodstock GA,a Woodstock painting and a Woodstock roofing in
Google for related information.
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